### SMX Jumans

#### APPLICATIONS:
- Hydraulic cylinders
- Shaft mounts, pipe flanges, and inaccessible places.

#### Operating Temperature:
- -50°F to 500°F
- Moly Lubricant (JL-M)

#### WHEN ORDERING:
- Replace the three dots (…) with the threads per inch (TPI) or the metric pitch required. Please watch for unusual thread forms. See also HOW TO ORDER® on page 5.

#### APPLICATIONS:
- Hydraulic cylinders, shaft mounts, pipe flanges, and inaccessible places.

---

### SMX Mill Motor Nuts

- Used to replace standard mill motor armature nuts supplied by electric motor manufacturers.
- SMX tensioners are available for most standard motor frame sizes. For sizes not listed, including 400 series frames, contact Superbolt® for further information. Preload matches the hub stress capacity of brake wheels and pulleys.
- *See bottom of page 10 for installation examples.